
The Daily Bull is 
probably not suita-
ble for those under 
the age of 18 and 
should not be taken 
seriously…  

 

It’s Been 

 3 

Days Since the 

dominos incident 

Dominos Employees Weather Onslaught 
Pizza Survivor 

After Michigan Tech Hockey’s dominant 5-0 

triumph over Bowling Green last Friday, 

Dominos in Houghton offered a 50% off pizza 

deal, 10% for each goal scored, to anyone 

who brought in a ticket or their MTU 

ID.  What followed was a marinara melee of 

unfathomable proportions, as Dominos was 

flooded with a ravenous horde of college 

students just trying to get a reasonably 

priced pizza for once.  The scene wasn’t for 

the faint of heart- crowds of at least 5 people 

gathered inside the store waiting for their 

pizza which the digital tracking system 

insisted was only going to take 1-5 minutes 

despite it actually taking 3-5 hours.  If it were 

before the days of digital ordering, people 

would have seen a massive swarm of hungry 

patrons and reconsidered if they really felt 

like waiting an eon for a large pizza with 

some pineapple and chickie.  However, we 

live in the Future™, so the only way to know 

how bad it really was was to physically go 

into the store and ask the beleaguered 

employees what the status of your order 

was, only for them to have to dig in the 

system for it and tell you you’re at the 

bottom of the queue still, and that the 

automated order tracker is like one door 

guardian in a paradox, for it only lies. 

 

Throughout this debacle, the workers at 

Dominos summoned every ounce of vigor 

within their souls in order to keep up.  “It’s a 

bloodbath” one worker said as he juggled 

four hand-tossed pizza crusts 

simultaneously, before sliding them to the 

next station to be coated with the 

sauce.  “This is the worst it’s been in the two 

years I’ve worked here”.  “We’ve had a 3 

hour wait time for the last 5 hours” another 

mentioned to a customer who was just 

hoping to get a little bite to eat.  Dominos 

delivery drivers were spotted at 1:30 in the 

morning still bringing pizza to college 

students who probably expected them 

never to actually arrive and were in the 

midst of breaking into their emergency 

survival ramen rations.  Nevertheless, on 

their endless crusade against late night 

munchies, Dominos employees valiantly 

continued the fight, cutting through hordes 

of pizza crusts despite overwhelming odds.   

 

So next time you see your friendly 

neighborhood Dominos employee, be sure 

to thank them for their service and let them 

know that their struggle is both recognized 

and appreciated.  Their monumental efforts 

holding the line during the onslaught of 

March 9th will surely go down in history as 

one of the greatest acts of heroism in the 

21st century. 



Hi, my name is Big Al, and I approve this message 

• 2028: Mitch McConnel vs the Hare 

• 2032: Taylor Swift vs Mayor 

McCheese 

• 2036: Mr Beast vs Taylor Swift 

(Incumbent) 

• 2040: Clint Eastwood vs Gorillaz 

• 2044: Me vs You 

• 2048: Baby Gronk vs Ryan’s Toy Re-

views 

• 2052: Roosevelt vs Kennedy 

• 2053: Reagan gets elected because 

Kennedy is assassinated 

• 2056: Ben vs Jerry 

• 2060: Groknar the Third vs Joe Biden 

• 2064: Ötzi the Ice man vs Queen Eliz-

abeth II 

• 2068: Groknar the Fourth vs Joe Tri-

den 

• 2072: Squids vs Octopi 

• 2076: Nick Valentine vs Fallout Boy 

• 2080: President Kamacho vs Three 

Raccoons in a Trenchcoat 

• 2084: Coca Cola vs Pepsi 

• 2088: Bernie Sanders vs Margaret 

Thatcher 

• 2092: Henry Kissinger vs. Anthony 

Biden 

• 2096: Wallace vs Gromit 

• 2100: No more elections after instate-

ment of the God Emperor of the 

World Horus in 2099 

The Steaming Pile 

Straight from you-know-where!  

A Look Into the Future:  

The Next 21 Presidential Elections 


